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Choosable: Speed of the suit: Neck type: mediumlow high normalloose thight normalslow fastBody looseness:

FEATURES

tight fit
windproof elastic
strengthened cordura knee
lot of elastic parts

extra pocket
grips on arms & legs
windproof zipper
knee protector
cordura bottom

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply main parts
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

FREEFLY DBC

Intrudair's hybrid suits are the DBC series.
For skydiving and tunnel flying as well.

This type of suit can be used both places, and it 
corresponds 100% to the requirements of 
modern freefly skydiving and either indoor 
skydiving. 
By default, the suit has a tight tailoring, and 
comfortable lot of elastic elements on the joints of 
your body. 
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Choosable: Speed of the suit: Neck type: mediumlow high normalloose thight normalslow fastBody looseness:

FEATURES

tight fit
windproof elastic
strengthened cordura knee
lot of elastic parts

extra pocket
grips on arms & legs
windproof zipper
knee protector
cordura bottom

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply main parts
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

FREEFLY DBC

Intrudair's hybrid suits are the DBC series which 
are 50% skydiving and 50% tunnel flying.

This type of suit can be used both places, and it 
corresponds 100% to the requirements of 
modern freefly skydiving and either indoor 
skydiving. 
By default, the suit has a tight tailoring, and 
comfortable elastic elements on the joints of your 
body. 

Short
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Choosable: Forearm type:Neck type: highlow medium taslannylon taslanspandexFront material:

FEATURES

tight fit
bootie
strengthened cordura knee
lot of elastic parts

extra pocket
double grips on arms & legs
windproof zipper
knee protect, elbow protectoror
heel on bootie

cordura bottom

viso pocket
inflatable bootie

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

nylon, taslan or even polycotton
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
spandex elastic parts

ABOUT

RW SUIT

It was developed in long years to be the most 
comfortable, the strongest and the most appro-
priate for the aim, using the advice and needs of 
many experienced pilots and groups. You can 
order it from many kinds of materials, with 
different kinds of grips and extras, according to 
your needs, from the basic to the full extra type. 

Including: Bootie, inner pocket, grips on the arm 
and legs, strengthened cordura or parapack 
knee, double bottom-patch. 
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Choosable: Forearm type:Neck type: mediumlow high taslannylon taslanspandexFront material:

FEATURES

tight fit
bootie
strengthened cordura knee and bottom
double grips on legs

extra pocket
double grips on arms
windproof zipper
knee protect, elbow protectoror
heel on bootie

shoulder padding

viso pocket
inflatable bootie

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

nylon, or taslan
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
spandex elastic parts

ABOUT

RW-COMP SUIT

One of our most popular model, the RW-Comp 
has been developed for experienced formation 
jumpers. The goal was to get the perfect suit for 
skydiving, tunnel training and of course 
competitions. 
Body front and upper arms are made of strong 
nylon, the back is full spandex, so the tight-cut 
lower arms. The suit is fast (tight cut), the large 
booties are made of cordura 1000, designed for 
fast turns and stabile flying. The knees are also 
reinforced by cordura, extra protector available.
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Choosable: Amount of elastics: minimal normal fullNeck: low medium high Elbow material: taslan cordura

FEATURES

tight fit
windproof elastic
strengthened cordura knee
windproof zipper

tight limbs
inner pocket

freefly grips for FS4, 
for professional tunnel flyers, freeflyers

knee protector
cordura bottom

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply main parts
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

FREEFLY EXP

By designing the suit we tried to have the 
minimum elastic elements to make the suit most 
homogen, and because the elastic material gets 
wear out the fastest of all the materials we have 
by the extremely active tunnel hard usage. We 
recommend to have this suit mostly for tunnel 
instructors, and dynamic flyers. Intudair is proud 
to achieve the comfortable sense while flying in 
the EXP, which -meantime- also allows free 
movements with a help of innovative 3D design 
and curved tailoring lines. 
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Choosable: Body looseness:Neck type: mediumlow loopednormal thightnormal Speed of the suit: fastnormalWrist type:

FEATURES

girly cut
assimmetric design
technical leg cuff

lot of elastic parts
windproof zipper

rush order

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan 4 ply or nylon
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

FREEFLY FEMME

Please meet our first design specifically dedicat-
ed to skydiver women!
The main conception was to create a dress which 
is more than a sportswear since Intrudair wants 
to impress the eternal beauty of women and 
highlight their silhouette with curved insets 
around the body. The elastic parts are produced 
by Brunico WX, a very strong elastic material so 
You can experience the advantage of body 
shaping, which also helps You doing elastic 
movements without any limits.
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Choosable: Front material: taslan nylon RDS Position: right left

FEATURES

tight fit

windproof elastic

strengthened cordura knee and bottom

jeans pockets

extra pocket

RDS pocket

nylon front

knee protector

tailbone protector

long version

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply main parts

Cordura 1000 reinforcements

Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

SWOOP PANTS

Our summer swoop pants are tightly tailored with 

lots elastic elements included around the thigh, 

knees and inner leg areas. The product's main 

fabric is 4-Ply Taslan, and Brunico WX elastic 

material. 

You can order it as long pants with cordura shin 

which is extremely abrasion resistant and slightly 

stretch backwards to make the pants stronger 

around the calf area. 
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Choosable: Looseness: narrow normal looselow

FEATURES

durable

jeans pocket

strengthened cordura knee & bottom

built in belt

air ventillation

knee protector

tailbone protector

RDS pocket

extra pocket

awesome printed design

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply main parts

Cordura 1000 reinforcements

Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

FREEFLY PANTS

The long versioned freefly pants are produced 

with comfortably simple tailoring lines, so that is 

why they have such a fit and straight cut. 

Also you can ask for a more loose version of it, in 

case you would prefer tight version, please go for 

our swoop pants since they have much more 

elastic elements. 

Our freefly pants are good for low altitude jumps, 

packing and any other dropzone activities. 
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Choosable: Base material:Neck type: medium high loopednormal double lycrabrunico npWrist type:

FEATURES

full 4-way elastic
comfortable tight fit
extreme body flying experience

looped cuffs
windproof zipper

knee protector
elbow protector
print
rush order

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Breathable Brunico NP 4-way elastic

ABOUT

TUNNEL FRESTYLE

Our new tunnel freestyle suit is the ultimate 
option for every pro dynamic and freestyle flyer 
who wants to compete in serious championships 
and win. Intrudair's latest development is perfect 
for the new generation of flyers who are involved 
in bodyflying and do not want to feel any distur-
bance between their body and the power of the 
wind.
The tunnel freestyle suit is an extremely fast and 
very comfortable suit with no drag on the arms 
and legs. 
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Choosable: Base material:Neck type: highmedium loopednormal double lycrabrunico npWrist type:

FEATURES

full 4-way elastic
comfortable tight fit
extreme body flying experience

looped cuffs
windproof zipper

knee protector
elbow protector
print
rush order

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Breathable Brunico NP 4-way elastic

ABOUT

TUNNEL FRESTYLE

The new tunnel freestyle suit is the ultimate 
option for every pro dynamic and freestyle flyer 
who wants to compete in serious championships. 
Intrudair's latest development is perfect for the 
new generation of flyers who are involved in 
bodyflying and do not want to feel any distur-
bance between their body and the power of the 
wind.
The tunnel freestyle suit is an extremely fast and 
very comfortable suit with no drag on the arms 
and legs. 

Woma
n
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Choosable: Neck type: mediumlow high normalloose thight Speed of the suit: fastnormalfastBody looseness:

FEATURES

windproof elastic parts
comfortable fit
printable material

extra pocket
knee protector
freefly grips
cordura bottom
print
windproof zipper

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply
Brunico WX elastic parts
Cordura reinforcements 

ABOUT

FREEFLY CF

There have been new suit trends are occurring in 
the sport of skydiving worldwide lately. So we 
modified our freefly design to create a tighter and 
cleaner suit. The silhouette of the suit narrowly 
follows the anatomy of the body with a homogen-
ic material use and 3D elbow and knee forma-
tion. The suit is tightly tailored on the upper parts 
of the body and around thighs. The elastic parts 
around the shoulders, between legs and side of 
the body will allow you to move much more 
comfortably. 
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Choosable: Neck type: mediumlow high normalloose thight Speed of the suit: fastnormalfastBody looseness:

FEATURES

windproof elastic parts
comfortable fit
printable material
girly lines

extra pocket
knee protector
freefly grips
cordura bottom
print
windproof zipper

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply
Brunico WX elastic parts
Cordura reinforcements 

ABOUT

FREEFLY CF

There have been new suit trends are occurring in 
the sport of skydiving worldwide lately. So we 
modified our freefly design to create a tighter and 
cleaner suit. The silhouette of the suit narrowly 
follows the anatomy of the body with a homogen-
ic material use and 3D elbow and knee forma-
tion. The suit is tightly tailored on the upper parts 
of the body and around thighs. The elastic parts 
around the shoulders, between legs and side of 
the body will allow you to move much more 
comfortably. 

Woma
n

Woma
n
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Choosable: Neck type: mediumlow high normalloose thight Speed of the suit: fastnormalfastBody looseness:

FEATURES

windproof elastic parts
comfortable fit
printable material

extra pocket
knee protector
freefly grips
cordura bottom
print
windproof zipper

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan 4-ply
Brunico WX elastic parts
Cordura reinforcements 

ABOUT

FREEFLY CF

Short version of FreeFly CF is a comfortable suit 
for summer days. You can choose from 2 
different versions: short or only short arms. The 
silhouette of the suit narrowly follows the anato-
my of the body with a homogenic material use 
and 3D elbow and knee formation. The suit is 
tightly tailored on the upper parts of the body and 
around thighs. The elastic parts around the 
shoulders, between legs and side of the body will 
allow you to move much more comfortably. 

Shorts Shorts
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Choosable: Body looseness:Neck type: mediumlow high loopednormal thightnormal Speed of the suit: fastnormalWrist type:

FEATURES

fit body cut

Meidum/Slow fall rate

strengthened cordura knee and bottom

windproof elastic parts

extra pocket

freefly grips on arms & legs

windproof zipper

knee protector

cordura arms

technical leg cuff

cordura shin

air ventillation on legs

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan or nylon

Cordura 1000 reinforcements

Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

FFC+ SUIT

We recommend this suit for Camera folks, AFF 

instructors and last but not least for Fun Jump-

ers, because it's slim on the body, and both arms 

and legs are loosely tailored. It is a very comfort-

able model thanks to the windproof Brunico WX 

elastic parts. 

This is an ultimate dropzone suit, since it can be 

useful in such a wide speed range thanks to the 

proper material selection, and the ideal cut of the 

arms and legs.
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Neck type: high elastic Speed of the suit: fastnormalWrist type:

FEATURES

massive grips on the arms and legs
Cordura knee and bottom
Ykk zipper and nylon sewing
elastic parts

full cordura legs and arms 
(for heavy weight students)
extra DZ embroideries
massive grips in 2 sizes:
diameter 2,5 cm or 3,5 cm

inside pocket

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan or Belga Polycotton
Cordura 1000 reinforcements
lycra elastic parts

Nylon front
tight elastic lower arm

Belga Polycotton front
loose BelgaPolycotton lower arm

ABOUT

S, M sizes L, XL sizes

STUDENT SUIT

Intrudair Student Suit made of strong 4 ply taslan 
or Belga Polycotton material. It goes with Cordu-
ra reinforcements on knees and bottom, and 
massive grips on arms and outside of the legs. 
Inside pocket and high neck are basic.
Type of the materials are according to the size of 
the suit. Also the cut of the suit is different: for 
small suits it’s tight, and bigger suits it’s more 
loose on chest and upper arm for the correct 
falling rate. For every claim, We make a proper 
artwork what is FREE. 

StudentSuit
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Choosable: high snaplowNeck type: normal thightlooseBody looseness: normal fastslowSpeed of the suit:

FEATURES

multispeed arms and legs
windproof elastic parts
extra size pocket for radio

velcro leg cuff
elastic wrist

cordura knee, bottom, shin, arms
small print
extra pocket
air ventillation system
rush order
windproof zipper

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Taslan
Brunico WX elastic parts
Cordura reinforcements 

ABOUT

MULTI SPEED

Our previous Instructor model has been 
renewed, it is unique on the market nowadays. 
The suit can be narrowed and loosened by a 
zipper /multispeed/ going through on the limbs.
We recommend this suit for AFF instructors, 
coaches, tandem pilots, who don't have time to 
change suits between the jumps. 
The suit comes with strong sewing, cordura 
reinforcements at knees and bottom, windproof 
elastic parts.
You can order your suit with different speed.

Instructor Suit
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Choosable: Legcuff type: technicalshorter normalloose thight Speed of the suit: fastnormalfastBody looseness:

FEATURES

wind and waterproof
comfortable elastic fit
printable material

looped cuffs
windproof zipper

extra pocket
knee protector
freefly grips
cordura bottom
print
rush order

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

SoftShell
Elastic lining
Cordura reinforcements 

ABOUT

WINTER SUIT

The freefly winter suit is produced from 100% 
highest quality of softshell wind and waterproof 
materials with elastically comfortable soft lining 
layer inside. The most significant advantage of 
this kind of material is that it has a breathable 
membrane layer that lets water vapor out and 
prevents water from entering, also it's totally 
windproof. Finally, with a long and warm neck 
you won't get cold! 
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Choosable: noyesBootie: noyesCordura knee & bottom:

FEATURES

3D air inlets

looped cuffs

printable material

free hand movement

optional bootie (only for plain tracking suit)

cordura knee & bottom (only for ULTIMATE)

rush order

pick & tail pocket

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Nylon

Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

TRACKING SUITS

Intrudair offers 2 different type of tracking suits. 

One is great from beginner level to advanced, 

just to enjoy the skydiving in tracking position. 

Pure fun.

The other suit provides more performance as it 

has bigger surface, but it needs an experienced 

pilot to use. We recommend this suit for BASE 

jumpers with relevant background in tracking, but 

it’s a good challenge from plane in tracking 

competitions as well.
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Choosable: noyesBootie:

FEATURES

3D air inlets
looped cuffs
printable material

many pockets
free hand movement

optional bootie
backfly inlets
rush order
pick & tail pocket

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Nylon
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUT

WAHOO TRACKING

Welcome to Intrudair's newest tracking suit, 
which comes in one piece, and with extreme 
performance. The suit has a rapid start, and the 
glide ratio can easily go above 2, and it is easy to 
fly! You can choose if you want it with our without 
booties. In the development phase the main 
focus was on the safety, easy maneuverability 
and high speed. We did our best to max out the 
performance! Through the optimized air inlets, 
the inflation is super fast, providing fast and safe 
exits. 

One-p
iece
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Intermediate category Wingsuit Recommended wingsuit jumps before use it: FFC

FEATURES

3D air inlets

backfly inlets

escape sleves

zip-up cord

BASE sole

printable design

arm cutaway system

leg cutaway system

extra pocket

tail pocket

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Nylon

Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUTWINGSUIT

PIRANHA 3

The Piranha is a great choice for beginner and 

advanced flyers alike. A stabile planform with a 

wide range of uses is what makes the Piranha so 

popular. Fly the Piranha on its back, flock, fly 

dynamically, acrobatically, perform or just surf 

the clouds. For a beginner, the Piranha3 is very 

easy to fly. Deployment is clean without any 

stress and the arm wings do not cover the 

pilot-chute at all. It’s a great suit to learn all the 

foundations of the discipline that is wingsuiting. 
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Intermediate category Wingsuit Recommended wingsuit jumps before use it: 40

FEATURES

3D air inlets

backfly inlets

escape sleves

zip-up cord

BASE sole

printable design

arm cutaway system

leg cutaway system

extra pocket

tail pocket

rush order

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Nylon

Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUTWINGSUIT

BARRACUDA 2

The Barracuda 2 is a great all purpose suit. This 

intermediate surfaced suit gives You freedom of 

flight. Recommended about 40 wingsuit jumps 

before try, but You will be surprised when you feel 

just more time and glide with no difficulty in 

usage. Thanks for the grips You are able to tense 

the wings, and get some extra lift. Big Air inlets 

makes the start fast, and the „easy to pull” cutted 

wingshape gives 100% percent competency for 

BASE jumps. Perfect choice for camerawork and 

challanging in flocks.
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Intermediate category Wingsuit Recommended wingsuit jumps before use it: 50

FEATURES

3D air inlets
backfly inlets
escape sleves

zip-up cord
BASE sole

printable design
arm cutaway system
leg cutaway system
extra pocket
tail pocket
rush order

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Nylon
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUTWINGSUIT

BARRACUDA FREESTYLE

Very easy to fly, and even if You think on a barrel 
roll, it happens. Totally handy while backflying, 
and You can transform it easily to headdown. As 
no grips, You are able to grab your friend and 
having fun together. It gives You freedom in 
flights and clean deploy every time. And if You 
want to learn and do acro wingsuiting, then 
competing, then this is the right choice. You can 
be part of any kind of flock with this suit.  
Barracuda Freestyle is able to fly fast and slow 
as well, agile and handy in one time.
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Intermediate category Wingsuit Recommended wingsuit jumps before use it: 80

FEATURES

3D air inlets
backfly inlets
escape sleves

zip-up cord
BASE sole

printable design
arm cutaway system
leg cutaway system
extra pocket
tail pocket
BASE Shoulder

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

Nylon
Brunico WX elastic parts

ABOUTWINGSUIT

BARRACUDA POWER

Made for experienced pilots who can handle 
speed and able to open safely with grips. You 
can reach incredible number in Km/h and glide 
ratio as well. 
Suit has ability to fly fast, and slow too. And 
naturally it goes very well on the back. Barracuda 
Power has a high performance characteristics 
like deep armwing angle, extended wing surface 
and 20 cm grips to extend your arms like an 
arrow. 3D air inlets, halved cells, reinforcements, 
escape slaves.
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PRINT AVAILABLE ON: TASLAN, NYLON , BRUNICO WX - BRUNICO NP ELASTIC, LYCRA ELASTIC MATERIALShigh

PRINTING

PRICES IN EURO (€) / VAT EXC. /

FREEFLY SUITS

EXP
FREEFLY DBC SUIT
FREEFLY DBC SHORT
FREEFLY WINTER SUIT
FREEFLY CF NORMAL
FREEFLY CF SHORT ARM
FREEFLY CF SHORT
FREEFLY FEMME
FREEFLY C+

SMALL
110
110
90

110
110
110
110
110

-

FULL
50
50
40
50
50
50
50
70
-

WINGSUITS & TRACKING SUITS

ALL WINGSUITS

TRACKING SUIT
ULTIMATE TRACKING
WAHOO
HALF-A

SMALL
-

-
-
-

100

FULL
200

 
-
-

160
200

TUNNEL SUITS

EXP
TUNNEL SUIT
TUNNEL FREESTYLE

SMALL
50
-

30

FULL
110

 -
110

PANTS

FREEFLY PANTS
SUMMER SWOOP PANTS
SWOOP PANTS

SMALL
-

40
40

FULL
60
60
60



ABOUT DIGITAL PRINTING
This technique is an open door for custom 
designs. It has the ability to print on the fabric 
without almost any color limitation, basicly in 
photo quality. It doesn't have an extra layer feel, 
the fibres organically become one with the tint. 
Altough embroiery has it's own perks, digital 
printing can overcome with no color and gradient 
limitations. 

Apart from our wide fabric color pallette, you can 
select from our always growing premade 
patterns, or provide us graphics to print it on your 
suit. If you don't have a graphic, but you want to 
have a custom one, we can also do it with some 
extra fee, see details on webpage.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The first option to select from our patterns in the 
coloring software. This case you have nothing 
extra to do, the original process applies. In case 
you have an own graphics, you can send it to us, 
and wait for comfirmation. Before sending, please 
make sure that the quality is print-ready, at least 
200 dpi, because we want to avoid pixelated or 
blurry graphics. If you want us to design custom 
graphics, contact us with your ideas and we will 
get back to you with a quotation and design plan. 

PRICE DEPENDS ON THE PROPORTION OF PRINT-
ED AREA OF THE SUIT

Product catalogue 2019

PRINT AVAILABLE ON: TASLAN, NYLON , BRUNICO WX - BRUNICO NP ELASTIC, LYCRA ELASTIC MATERIALS

PRINTING
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PRICES IN EURO (€) / VAT EXC. / high

PRICELIST 2019

TUNNEL SUITS

EXP
TUNNEL SUIT
TUNNEL FREESTYLE

EXTRA OPTIONS
FREEFLY GRIPS /ARMS & LEGS/
KNEE PROTECTORS
EXTRA POCKET
VISO POCKET
WINDPROOF ZIPPER
RUSH ORDER

330
320
236

30
20
15
15
20
50

OTHER GEARS

SMALL BAG
GEAR BAG
FULL BAG
HELMET HOLDER
WEIGHT BELT
GLOVES
PACKING MAT

35
90

110
35
40
22

custom

STREETWEAR

SOFTSHELL JACKET
HOODIE
SUMMER HOODIE
T-SHIRT
ELASTIC T-SHIRT
TECHNICAL PANTS
BASEBALL HAT

65
35
25
10
15
45
15

SERVICES

GRAPHIC DESIGN
LOGO VECTORIZING
REPAIRING COST

20 €  / HOUR
10 €

10 €  / HOUR

SKYDIVE SUITS

EXP
FREEFLY DBC SUIT
FREEFLY DBC SHORT
FREEFLY WINTER SUIT
FREEFLY CF NORMAL
FREEFLY CF SHORT ARM
FREEFLY CF SHORT
FREEFLY FEMME
FREEFLY C+

EXTRA OPTIONS
FREEFLY GRIPS /ARMS & LEGS/
TIGHT LIMBS
KNEE PROTECTORS
EXTRA POCKET
WINDPROOF ZIPPER
CORDURA 1000 BOTTOM
CORDURA 1000 SHIN
CORDURA 1000 ARM
AIR VENTILLATION SYSTEM /LEGS/
RUSH ORDER

330
327
220
283
251
228
196
275
275

30
20
20
15
20
10
15
20
25
50

RW SUITS

RW SUIT
RW COMP

EXTRA OPTIONS
DOUBLE GRIPS ON UPPERARMS /COMP/
DOUBLE GRIPS ON UPPERARMS
GRIPS ON INNERLEG
KNEE PROTECTORS
ELBOW PROTECTORS
HEEL ON BOOTIES
EXTRA POCKET
VISO POCKET
INFLATABLE POWER BOOTIES
COMP VERSION GRIPS
WINDPROOF ZIPPER
RUSH ORDER

188
307

30
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
60
20
50

DROPZONE SUITS

CAM SET
CAM SUIT
CAM JACKET
INSTRUCTOR
PASSENGER / STAFF, TANDEM /
STUDENT
STUDENT / 5 OR MORE /

EXTRA OPTIONS
RSL SNAP
EXTRA POCKET
EXTRA POCKET /CAM SUIT/
BOOTIE
AIR VENTILLATION SYSTEM / LEGS /
CORDURA 1000 KNEES & BOTTOM
DOUBLE MATERIAL / ARMS & LEGS /
WINGS: / SMALL OR NORMAL /
RUSH ORDER

405
280
190
350
140
215

180/PCS

56
20
15
25
25
20
20

FREE
50

Average delivery time:

6-8 WEEKS

Shipped by 
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PRICES IN EURO (€) / VAT EXC. / high

long version

PRICELIST 2019

WINGSUITS

PIRANHA 3
BARRACUDA 2
BARRACUDA FREESTYLE
BARRACUDA POWER
BARRACUDA POWER plus
ORCA
STUDENT

670 €
749 €
749 €
827 €
905 €

1062 €
 473 €

CATEGORY

BEGINNER
INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
PROFESSIONAL
STUDENT

MIN. JUMPS

FIRST FLIGHT COURSE
30
50
80
120
200
0

EXTRA OPTIONS

TAILPOCKET
EXTRA POCKET
ARM CUTAWAY SYSTEM
LEG CUTAWAY SYSTEM
ZIP-UP CORD
BACKFLY INLETS
BASE POCKET
RUSH ORDER

20
15
80
80
20
50
40

100

TRACKING SUITS

TRACKING SUIT
TRACKING ULTIMATE
WAHOO
HALF-A

380
420
535
800

CATEGORY

BEGINNER
ADVANCED
ONE PIECE
HIBRYD

EXTRA OPTIONS

EXTRA POCKET / BELLY CAM
WINDPROOF ZIPPER
BOOTIES
BACKFLY INLETS
PICK & TAIL POCKET
CORDURA 1000 KNEES & BOTTOM
RUSH ORDER

FREE
30

FREE
50
30
20

100

Average delivery time:

6-8 WEEKS

Shipped by 


